
 
 

                                                                         Gate Release Timer 
 
 
The Batt-latch is the world’s only portable solar powered automatic gate release timer.  
Pre-programmed by the farmer, it can be used on any gate system, and is particularly suited to dairy 
farmers with feedpads or supplementary feeding.  
 
Hold the herd in the paddock by first ensuring the normal gate is opened fully. Attach the Batt-Latch 
to one post with its adjustable webbing strap and then hook the supplied spring gate or bungy cord to 
the latch cam and pull across and clip to the other post or wire fence. 
 
When the preset time is reached, the battery powered internal motor/gearbox is activated by the 
timer, the  cam turns 360˚ and the spring gate is released, enabling the stock to make their own way 
to the dairy, feedpad or other destination. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Features:  

• Adaptable to all farming gate systems, (pipe, tape, spring and Taranaki) 
• Integrated solar panel eliminates downtime for charging, works year round. 
• Tough all-weather, waterproof case for endurance in all conditions. 
• Designed to operate with minimal power consumption and low sunlight. 
• Full message display for fast referral of programmed release times. 
• One-time easy setting of release times using keypad (up to 4 per day). 
• Full kit supplied; long spring gate kit, post strap and energiser clip lead for instant use. 
• New, 16 page comprehensive manual with helpful hints and tips included. 
• 12 month warranty with rapid service from our base guaranteed. 

Benefits: 
• Reduces time & labour, lameness and herd stress, pugging, petrol and running 

costs. 
• Releases the herd to the feedpad, dairy or feed break at any hour of the day or 

night. 
• Also used for remote applications on runoffs, split herd timing and holding back 

the herd.  
• Other applications have included feral deer capture and use with horses, 

drystock  and sheep. 
 
                                                                                                       Available from: 
 

 

 



 

Farmer comments for the Batt-Latch; 

 

"Your Batt-Latch is up there with the electric fence and herringbone shed". 
    Robert Stuart, Te Awamutu 
 
"These are absolutely brilliant and we love it to bits". 
    Michelle Eade, Manaia. 
 
"The Batt-Latch is a great tool letting us start 1/2 hour later in the morning". 
    Trevor Flooks, Thames. 
 
"Excellent service, it came quick and the Batt-latch is saving me time and travelling- Magic!" 
    Daniel Davison, Te Awamutu. 
 
..."They are really good and save us so much time, and we pretty much had no lameness all of last season".... 
    Matt Catley, Geraldine. 
 
"Prompt contact and delivery.... they work brilliantly and we will probably get another two shortly.". 
    Kevin Monks, Cambridge. 

"We are using it to release our horses onto their break at 6am each morning, it has sped up the time needed to look 
after them each morning and allows a good sleep in on the weekends. These are the best invention ever :)". 
    Katrina Wright, TeAroha. 
 
...."we will now have two on the go....bringing the cows up to the feedpad......an extra hour in bed in the morning....what 
more can you ask for!" 
    Tiffany Cawte, Otorohanga. 
  
"Your Batt-Latch looks great. Have heard great things about it. 
This is actually going to be my husband's birthday present. Hope he likes it." 
    Maree Saxton, Hawera. 
 
"Great unit, thanks very much. First use was on our son's 7th birthday and we were able to party until "the cows came 
home" 
    L. Bramley. 
 
"We are saving droving labour in our operation, but we are much more interested in using it to reduce lameness and 
stress levels in our herd, and to make work easier for staff". 
    Michael Connor, Mt. Compass, Australia. 
 
   "Our  first experience with the Batt-Latch was in the early 1990's…..   
We wouldn't be without our Batt-Latches. The journey through the models over the years is a fine example of a New 
Zealand company persevering and fine-tuning a product to fit the demands of the farming sector. Thank you Novel 
Ways". 
    Ross and Cindy Gatenby, Gore 

"Many thanks for the strap and the "loan unit". It was fantastic especially over Easter n' all. It is a wonderful product 
you have." 
    Michael Mexted, Whakatane. 
 
"The Batt-Latch  enables the cows to amble home for their afternoon feed of maize without me having to be around to 
go and get them. Awesome time saver… 
I also use it for the morning milking, so when I arrive at the dairy, the cows are wandering in, and it's just a matter of 
sending the dog around the last ones and and then shooting down the race to set the gates for the next paddock. I also 
use it to hold the cows up after milking down the race, and have it set to open when the last cows are milked. More 
time, less lameness, it's a brilliant device to have. I've actually got two!" 
    Noldy Rust, Te Pahu, Hamilton.  
 
"Thanks for the new Batt-Latch, that's much appreciated. Having another one with the extended timer up to two weeks 
also helps.    Frank Usmar, Feilding                         

 ( More reviews on our website; www.novel.co.nz)             
 


